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Shoe professional Meghan Cleary wants women everywhere to forget the constellations and
open up their closets, as the Perfect Suit is a horoscope predicated on footwear! How do you
achieve my perfect appear? Sleek illustrations highlight thirty footwear personalities, and sassy
sidebars showcase fashion tips, shoe background, and inspirational advice. After all, what says
more in regards to a woman s character than her choice of stilettos and sneakers, mary janes and
mules? Who is my arch supporter? And most of all, Will there be any issue in life that can't be
solved with a fresh footwear? Quick questionnaires help readers get in step with their true
selves, while detailed shoe profiles answer every woman's burning queries: Which career will
sweep me off my feet? As easy to slip into as a comfy couple of ballet flats, AN IDEAL Fit is
fanciful, fabulous fun that's just ordinary good for the sole.
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Luv Shoes? Miss Meghan Cleary provides such a witty love of life as well as some great dressing
tips! This book says nothing useful, and not much that's not an anecdotal stereotype. What a fun
reserve! The book is filled with little quizzes and with the whole idea is to assist you discover
your Footwear Sun sign and even tells in what you shoes you didn't buysays about you!! Need to
know why you bought those stiletto's when you understand you won't be wearing them but just
needed them? I adored this lil publication and it's going in the stockings for all my gals (mom
and her sneaks, sis in her stillettos and the nieces in their flips) for the holiday season. This book
has great insight. Its the cutest little book and a great gift if you are a bona fide shoe freak!Get
today an ideal fit and may you find out what your shoessay about you!! Disappointing
stereotypes abound. Miss Meghan perfectly describes every woman based on the types of
sneakers they wear.. At least my duplicate of the book is usually signed by Meghan herself!
Wonderful and Sassy Meghan Cleary hits the nail about the head when it comes to sneakers and
what they say about women.I thus enjoyed my duplicate of The Perfect Fit.I bought some for my
gal friends.Hey Miss Meghan how about a reserve for men on a single subject?Fun read! Check it
out! I got to meet Meghan Cleary! Are your shoes and boots telling on you? She actually is on my
set of ultimate Shoe Gurus! I anticipate her next book.And maybe for my women's feet
obscessed guy-friends too. Return to Victorian times, shoed in sneakers?. I anticipate even more
from Ms Cleary. GENERATION GAP Miss Meghan's oeuvre opened my eye to the true depth of the
gap between mine and her generations. She discerns several different "shoe styles" where I can
see, at best, an individual footwear category, though I'd not ascribe to all or any these sneakers
and bowling, running or basketball sneakers the attribute "style". However, where I recognize
several styles, each designed for view in my own closet, Miss Meghan can't distinguish more
than "high heel shoes". Well, that much for the path the taste in clothing takes in the young era.?
Positions in the press and advertising dominate the choice. There are few occurrences of the
legal occupations, corporate ranks, non-profits, full-period mommies and housewives. There can
be even a waitress and a lab worker and perhaps a teacher and a designer. What is missing:
medical doctors, engineers of all kinds (chemical, electrical, mechanical), technology employees,
trades women - not a single lady welder or woman carpenter, for example! Judging by the other
evaluations I read, this publication may just however reflect what "the masses" assume about
certain individuals who wear certain designs. Shortly, all the professions essential in the life of
every culture are neglected, with all the current marginal and decorative occupations as the
suggested careers for the modern woman. Miss Meghan offers it together! Really disappointed
to see the stereotypes this author connects to different varieties of shoes. I am not really saying
what mine state about me.Okay Miss Meghan. An absolute must have for anybody who loves
sneakers or miracles why others love them. After all, those Victorian shoe styles were not
glamorous, and after factoring in the difference in making technology they were more like
sneakers or hiking footwear than high-heel sandals with ankle straps. She was totally off the
mark on several designs I wear, connecting them to personality traits that are not even near how
I am. - university professors, pilots, military ladies. Sad to say that this book will likely cause
incorrect impressions and actually discrimination against individuals who wear certain styles by
those who read this reserve and buy involved with it.! She tells all in her blog page about new
shoe tendencies and she's a "Footwear of the Week" section which is really interesting too! Ug,
stupid rather than worth the money! I went to a showing at Macy's and among the presents in
thegiveaway handbag was this book "an ideal fit, what your shoes say about you"at the top I got
to meet the most charming dude who wrote thebook. That is such a great book, it's also
advisable to have a look at Miss Meghan's HOT website. Is actually a generational thing in that



the writer makes assumptions that date the reserve, reflecting a limited age range's view of
others. shoe feng shui This girl is a maniac for shoes and who isn't? Today who are you aware
who is a shoe freak? Charming! Some of them want a primer. I go through all their girlfriends by
their shoes before they get yourself a clue-ya know?. Females have already been reading men's
shoes since gladiator sandals strike the scene- when's the men's primer coming along? Even
more interesting is outlook on life, expressed mainly in the professions Miss Meghan selects on
her behalf readers.? WILL NEED TO HAVE! Maybe yourself? I today look at people's feet when we
meet. This reserve is a really fun read! A delightful read! This book is such an accurate continue
reading your personality, it is a must have!. Save your valuable money! Alarming point is that
readers can provide more credence than they realistically should just due to the author's
credentials.
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